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Local univer it team i top corer in math competition
on elf-driving car
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A Univer it of Puget ound team wa one of the top- coring team in an
international math competition u ing modeling to predict traffic flow if elfdriving car were widel adopted.
Katherine Long
eattle Time higher education reporter

A team of math whizze at the Univer it of Puget ound provided a top-rated an wer in
a mathematic -modeling competition that required them to examine how elf-driving
car might affect traffic pattern in Greater eattle.
Their an wer? If their model i correct, elf-driving car could help le en traffic jam .
Three tudent — Jordan Fon eca, Je e Jenk and Matthew Moreno — applied
mathematical-modeling kill to compete with 1,527 tudent team acro the glo e
participating in the international Mathematical Conte t in Modeling.
Their an wer in the online competition placed them in the top 11 team — even Chine e
team and four American team — who e an wer cored “out tanding” or “finali t” on
the math pro lem .
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Journali m Network and i funded
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The tudent propo ed an an wer to impact on traffic flow if elf-driving car took to the
treet on major highwa in Thur ton, Pierce, King and nohomi h countie . The
tudent were provided with real-world data and created a mathematical model that
could e u ed to an wer que tion a out how traffic would e affected.
Their an wer, which wa 22 page long, u ed a macro, or ig-picture model and a micro,
or low-level one, to capture the impact of elf-driving car on the road, aid their
advi er, Puget ound math profe or Mike pive .
Their model howed that at high traffic den itie , traffic dela would decrea e when
the num er of elf-driving car on the road increa ed. The team’ model al o howed
that if the concentration of elf-driving car were to ri e a ove 5 percent, a car lane
re erved for elf-driving car onl — on road with three or more lane — would reduce
travel dela for oth human-driven and elf-driving car .
The team’ an wer included a letter to Gov. Ja In lee that ummarized their finding .
“Our imulation ugge t that when elf-driving car impact traffic flow at all, the
improve roadwa for ever one, not onl for the owner of elf-driving car ,” the wrote.
The tudent al o rai ed ome caveat . Their imulation wa limited, the aid, and
didn’t take into account a variet of other i ue — including change in traffic volume
over the cour e of a da , the effect of ad weather on traffic pattern , even the
p chological effect that the pre ence of elf-driving car could have on other
motori t .
“Their paper covered the complete modeling proce well,” aid pive , who ha een
advi ing the math-model team for 10 ear and erved a a regional judge for two ear .
“It wa well-written, with clear explanation and clear recommendation . Com ining a
macro and a micro model wa a good idea, too, a it allow ou to look at the pro lem
from two different angle .”
The competition i run
Con ortium for Mathematic and it Application . tudent
could choo e one of three pro lem to olve, and the had four da to come up with
their an wer — which included con tructing and te ting the model and writing
ever thing up.
A econd Puget ound team, made up of Le lie Joe, Rachel Hir ch and Henr Wood ,
al o did well, coring a “ ucce ful participant” rating on a different pro lem.

pive aid he think the li eral-art college doe a good jo preparing tudent not
onl to e good mathematician and cienti t , ut al o to explain the math and cience
ehind their idea .
“A large part of thi competition i not ju t con tructing a good model,” he aid, “ ut
al o explaining it well.”

Katherine Long: 206-464-2219 or klong@ eattletime .com. On Twitter @katherinelong.
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